
1.1 Improving Reliability in Railway Business is an Issue of

Top Priority

Limiting the definition of reliability for railway business to that relat-

ed to train operation, we can say such reliability translates to allowing

no accidents and allowing no train delays.  Specifically, recent derail-

ments and collisions of trains as well as a series of train delays in the

greater Tokyo area should be regarded as causing significant degrada-

tion of reliability.  While concerns over public transport troubles and

accidents have been rising these years, a recent characteristic of the

perception of reliability is that the level of demand for stable trans-

portation services in particular is growing.  Ensuring human safety is

the first and foremost concern for railway business, but ensuring sta-

ble transportation is also an important issues for us.

1.2 Maintenance Technologies are the Key to Improving

Reliability 

Gradually replacing rolling stock and equipment with those that

need less maintenance is important for ensuring safe and stable trans-

port.  But we also need to prevent failures by carrying out inspec-

tions, repairs and other maintenance as those rolling stock and equip-

ment have to maintain function while in use by many users.  In this

context, we see maintenance technologies as having a close relation

with improvement of reliability.  Since JR East has a huge amount of

rolling stock and wayside equipment (Fig. 1), and those vary a greatly

in age from the latest Shinkansen cars to tunnels built in as far back

as the late 19th century, we pay close attention to maintaining their

reliability.

For improving reliability by ensuring stable transport, a wide range of

human and physical issues come to play other than introducing low-

maintenance rolling stock and equipment.  Those issues include

quick recovery of transportation in case of troubles and accurate

guidance to passengers.  In this paper, I will mainly introduce our

research and development in maintenance technologies through

which we aim to improve reliability and thus ensure stable transport.

2.1 Analysis of Nuisance to Passengers Caused by Failure

of Rolling Stock and Equipment

Fig. 2 shows the shift of influence on transport per category of cause

within 100 km of Tokyo for the 10 years to the end of March 2005.
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Rolling Stock

13,095 cars
Electric cars: Shinkansen: 960
Cars for conventional lines: 10,744
Diesel and other cars: 1,391

Electric Equipment

Total electrified sections: 5,504 km
Point machines: approx. 11,100
Signals: approx. 13,500

Station, Rails, Structures

Stations: 1,699
Total track length: 11,589 km
Tunnels: 1,263
Bridges: 14,840

As of March 31, 2006

Fig.1: Current State of Main Rolling Stock and Wayside Equipment

Kotofusa Takagi
Director of Technical Center, 

Research and Development Center of JR East Group

"Reliability" for railway business can be defined in the narrow sense as "allowing no accidents" and " allowing no train

delays".  Ensuring human safety is the first and foremost concern for railway business, but ensuring stable transport is also

an important issue for us.  Particularly, train delays caused by failure of rolling stock or equipment result in a decrease in reli-

ability that has a close relation to maintenance technologies including inspection and repair.  I will mainly explain here

research and development in maintenance technologies for deduction of weak points based on analyses of troubles in the

greater Tokyo area and improvement measures for those weak points.  Furthermore, I will also introduce our new activities

for future maintenance for further improvement of reliability.

Introduction1

Analysis of Present Reliability of JR
East2
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Influence on transport is according to an index defined by Technical

Center that indicates analysis results of total delay time (total of delay

time caused by individual troubles) caused by transport disruptions

relating to failure of rolling stock and equipment and maintenance

(approx. 9,600 instances), excluding disruptions by disasters and out-

side causes.  More specifically, Fig. 2 shows ratios of accumulated

total delay time to accumulated total operation time of the previous

year for 10 years in succession.  Since this analysis targets total delay

time, the indices include human uncertainties such as arrival time of

recovery staff in case they get caught in traffic on their way to the

scene and dispatchers' commands to restore operation of trains hav-

ing trouble to regular schedules.  That is opposed to indices such as

MTBF (Mean Time Between Failure), which is often used for relia-

bility analysis in the engineering field.  But I think this is an easy-to-

understand index from the perspective of nuisance to passengers.  As

shown above, influence on transport has tended to decline since FY

2001, but increased a little at the end of FY 2004 due to a recent

series of troubles.

2.2 Present Research and Development Based on Analysis

By analyzing the above-mentioned results in detail per area, we can

find weak points of rolling stock and equipment.  That is, significant

influences on transport are caused by failure of safety equipment,

main circuits, brake equipment and door operating equipment in the

area of rolling stock; of rail weld parts, insulation and bonds in the

area of rails; of air sections in the area of power; of track circuits,

switches and signals in the area of signals.  Field staff already discov-

ered some of those weak points and taken actions on them or the

company has made capital investment to care of them.  And we at

the Technical Center are also conducting research and development

to eliminate weak points including evaluation of deterioration in

electronic devices for rolling stock, methods to detect flaws on rail

bases, countermeasures against fusing of contact wires at sections,

and development of a signaling system easily replaceable with LED

type signals.  For example, Fig. 3 shows a test of catenary-suspension

type overhead rigid lines that are fuse-resistant, a major candidate for

countermeasures to prevent fusing of contact wires by arcing at air

sections.  We are planning to combine this with review of configura-

tion of traction circuits near substations etc. as a countermeasure to

prevent fusing of contact wires by FY 2007.

We estimate that the level of influence on transport will decrease by

30% when we complete actual application of these R&D results,

results of completed studies such as next generation turnouts and

switches and performance checks for long-life AVR (a type of con-

stant voltage unit), as well as physical measures by field staff (Table

1).  Hence, it is an important mission of the center to ensure that

R&D subjects shown in Table 1 are actually put to use.

3.1 Establishment of Maintenance for the Future 

The approx. 30% decrease in the reliability index (level of influence

on transport) through analyses and efforts explained in the previous

paragraph is expected to bring about a further decrease by both

human and physical measures against a series of major transport dis-

ruptions in the greater Tokyo area at the beginning of this fiscal year.

But, as users have a high demand for stable transport these days, we

need to conduct R&D for further improvement of reliability.

Previously we targeted the circumstances of troubles and weak points

in R&D.  However, we will build an vision for how future mainte-

nance is to be, such as functions to be provided to rolling stock and

equipment and concepts of inspections and repairs; and through

R&D based on that, we will raise reliability even further.

3.2 Vision for Future Maintenance

Fig. 4 shows the concepts of future maintenance from the perspective

Fig.3: Arcing Test of Catenary-Suspension Type Overhead Rigid Lines
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[R&D]
(for conventional lines)
* Temperature detectors for axleboxes
* Evaluation of reliability of electronic devices of E231 series 
cars
* Study on more use of rolling stock management information 
from the perspective of reliability
* TC type tester for train protective radio
* Long-life vacuum valves
* Reliability evaluation of optical module and other electronic 
devices
(for Shinkansen)
* Evaluation of deterioration of electronic devices for 
Shinkansen cars
* Performance check for long-life AVR
* Measures against freezing of sliding doors on the side of E3 
series Shinkansen cars
* Evaluation of reliability of failure information of E2 series 
Shinkansen cars
* Evaluation of strength reliability of axleboxes for high-speed 
cars
[Other actions]
* Making main facilities and equipment redundant 

[R&D]
* Control of head checks of rails
* Control of transverse fissure of rails
* Flaw detector for welded parts
* Control of corrosion and electric erosion at rail webs 
and bases
[Other actions]
* Introduction of copper thermit welding to rail bonds
* Using FRP (Fiberglass Reinforced Plastic) for 
insulated rail joints

[R&D]
* Next generation switch machines, tougher switches
* Signaling system easily replaceable with LED type 
signals
* 3D radar obstruction detector
* Study on efficient maintenance of signaling system
[Other actions]
* Introduction of magnetic clutches to switch machines
* Introduction of direct fastening machines for rails
* Using oilless impedance bonds
* Making NFB (Negative FeedBack) redundant
* Measures for protection of cables and against faulty 
wiring[R&D]

* Measures against fusing of contact wires by arcing at 
sections

Table 1: R&D and Actions for Improving Reliability

Efforts in Maintenance for Further
Improvement of Reliability3

Influence on Transport

year/month

Total

Signals

Rolling stock

Rails

Power

Fig.2: Shift of Influence on Transport Within 100 km of Tokyo
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of introducing new technologies.  For maintenance in railway busi-

ness, it is important that rolling stock and equipment be maintained

to keep their functions without troubles during assurance periods.

Recently, sudden troubles with newly introduced electronic devices

have been a source of concern to field staff, so it is important to make

systems redundant for main devices and to accurately identify the

lifespan of equipment using electronic devices through reliability

evaluation.  Another important issue is to introduce new materials

that are damage and abrasion resistant and materials and systems that

have self-restoring functions to make rolling stock and facilities

maintenance-free.

Our next issue is to perform trouble-free maintenance of this rolling

stock and equipment by appropriate inspections and repairs.  A par-

ticularly remarkable technology for future inspections is the technol-

ogy to monitor wayside equipment from trains and vice-versa.

Although this technology has been introduced in part, this is still not

included in the process of inspection work as a whole.  Since evolu-

tion of IT technologies has enabled instant processing of enormous

amounts data, we can find signs of abnormalities in equipment in

day-to-day operations.

As for repairs, we are considering introduction of new technologies

for improvement of reliability, including metal bonding technologies

of which cold spraying is a typical example, advanced repair tech-

nologies using industrial robots, degeneration functions that mean

restoration of operation with part of functions subject to assurance of

safety recovered, even without 100% restoration of functions, as well

as actions in case of disruptions such as quick identification of dam-

aged parts and quick recovery by remote control.

3.3 Low-Maintenance Rolling Stock and Facilities

The following are main examples of a specific vision for future main-

tenance based on the above-mentioned concepts.

3.3.1 Further Simplification of Overhead Contact System

By introducing integrated overhead lines, feeding wires and other

lines at and around poles have been much simplified, and we expect

to simplify longitudinal wires of the overhead contact system too.

Specifically, we are trying to make overhead lines simpler by using

materials that have characteristics such as high strength, lightness,

and low linear expansion.  We will also make the whole system one

resistant to failure by reducing accompanying anchors and air joints

in addition to simplifying wires (Fig. 5).

3.3.2 Rails Resistant to Development of Flaws and Corrosion

Rails are an important component of a railway, supporting loads of

trains.  We have therefore continued improvement of materials and

shapes to develop rails that are, for example, tough and abrasion

resistant.  It has been confirmed that residual tensile stress occurring

inside rails during the manufacturing process facilitates development

of rail flaws caused by contact fatigue between wheels and rails.

Hence, we are exploring the feasibility of developing rails that pre-

vent progress of flaws by changing residual stress into compressive

stress during the manufacture of rails.

Since rail bases are parts where corrosion often occurs by electric ero-

sion etc. and for which ultrasound flaw detection is difficult,

improvement of materials or surfaces that can bear such corrosion is

necessary.  And as rails also receive thermal stress by temperature dif-

ferences of seasons or between day and night, much labor is input for

daily maintenance to prevent buckling by such thermal stress.

Reduction in labor and improved reliability of rails are expected from

the development of materials with a low coefficient of linear expan-

sion.  Of course, reasonable costs for such rails are a prerequisite to

putting those into practical use (Fig. 6).

Special feature article

Image of 202X
 (10 - 20 years from now)
Image of 202X
 (10 - 20 years from now)

Repairs
 (including actions in failures)

Inspections

Facilities

* Low-maintenance rolling stock 
and equipment (identify lifespan 
through reliability evaluation)

* Making main facilities and 
equipment redundant

* Introduction of new material and 
self-restoring functions

* Repairs by new technologies 
(cold spraying, robots etc.)

* Quick recovery by degeneration 
function 

* Quick identification of failed 
parts and quick recovery by 
remote control

* Early detection of signs of failure
(Monitoring of wayside equipment 
from trains in operation)
(Monitoring of rolling stock from 
wayside equipment )
(Finding signs of abnormalities by 
constant monitoring)

Fig.4: Concepts for Vision of Future Maintenance

Substation Substation

Anchoring wires per max. 1,600 m

Reduction of tension balancers

Reduction of dead-end poles and anchors

Reduction of air joints

Application to overhead lines of 
materials that have characteristics 
such as high strength, lightness, 
and low linear expansion 

Fig.5: Further Simplification of Overhead Contact System

Control of development of 
transverse fissures using 
residual compressive stress

Compression

Rail with low linear expansion

Corrosion-resistant rail

Fig.6: Rails Resistant to Development of Flaws and Corrosion
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3.3.3 Application of Self-Restoring Materials and Mechanisms

Scratches and cuts on human bodies heal naturally because biological

entities have a self-restoring function.  Studies to give such a function

to industrial materials and structures are actively being carried out.

For example, a self-restoring surface for steel is an effective approach

against rust, a weak point of steel.  And R&D is underway for com-

posite materials that automatically exude resins to repair cracks when

microcapsules or optical fibers embedded in concrete detect those, as

shown in Fig. 7.  When these functions are applied to steel material

for rolling stock and bridges and to concrete structures, it will be pos-

sible not only to detect abnormalities in those and restore functions

before troubles occur, but also to keep occurrence of cracks to mini-

mum.  We look forward to these technologies being applied to vari-

ous structures in 2010s.

3.4 More Intelligent Inspections and Repairs

3.4.1 Monitoring of Rolling Stock and Equipment from Train

and Wayside 

A few years back inspection and repair work of rolling stock was

done by engineers directly checking on-train devices from under

rolling stock, but recently it has become possible to inspect devices

installed in rolling stock and identify failure histories of those from

cabs by TIMS (Train Information Management System).  That con-

tributes greatly to preventing failure of rolling stock.  Also for inspec-

tions of wayside equipment, previously inspectors had to walk along

rails to objectives, but now special testing trains (electricity and tracks

general inspection cars called as East-i) etc. perform detailed inspec-

tions.

But, to further improve reliability, constant monitoring is required

for bogies and pantographs and peripheral equipment that cannot be

checked by TIMS.  Constant monitoring of wayside equipment is

required too, because testing cars whose operation is limited cannot

detect sudden changes in the equipment.  Accordingly, we have start-

ed specific development of a constant monitoring system for trains

from the wayside and for wayside equipment from operating trains as

shown in Fig. 8.  There are many ways of monitoring; and the

biggest challenge is how such a large volume of data on trains and

equipment conditions can be sent and received at 130 km/h, the

highest operation running speed on conventional lines.

3.4.2 A New Signal Maintenance Approach Based on Data

from Constant Monitoring 

As for signals and related equipment, JR East now constantly moni-

tors electronic data on track circuits, ATS-Ps, points, signal machines

and other equipment, with data recorded for up to 10,000 monitor-

ing instances a day made in Tokyo area.  But those include data from

normal construction work and other data that is not signs of or actu-

al failures; so dispatchers have to identify actual failures based on

their own intuition and experiences.  We are studying identification

of actual failure information and locations of failures and finding

signs of failures, based on analyses of such data by various statistical

methods and failure information modeling (Fig. 9).

As explained in Chapter 1, improvement of reliability through

human measures as well as physical measures is an important issue to

be dealt with.  As demonstrated in the so-called "2007 problem"

where a large number of veteran engineers will be retiring, it is a real

challenge to pass down the skill and intuition of experienced engi-

neers.  So, we have started studies on how to pass down their tacit

knowledge to younger engineers by systemizing that process.  As a

start, we are trying to pass down skills for bogie assembling and weld-

ing utilizing training simulations and other advanced technologies.

Thus, we hope to contribute to improving reliability of railway busi-

ness through our R&D on physical and human aspects of mainte-

nance technologies.

Fig.7: Application of Self-Restoring Materials and Mechanisms

Constant monitoring 
of overhead lines 
from trains

Constant monitoring 
of rolling stock from 
overhead lines

Constant monitoring 
of rails from trains

Constant monitoring 
of rolling stock from 
overhead lines

Fig.8: Monitoring of Rolling Stock and Equipment from Train and Wayside 

Modeling of failure information

Bayes' theorem FTA 
(Fault Tree Analysis)

RSM 
(Response Surface Method)

SOM 
(Self-Organizing Map)

Establishment of efficient maintenance methods

Identification of actual failure information

Statistical calculation of failure probability 
with failure data from static monitoring 
system

Identify conditions of facilities and equipment 
using graphs by response surface formulae

(x = variables such as values in monitoring data)

Plotting abnormality information on a 2D map
Identifying actual abnormality information 
upon correlation between information of two 
or more abnormalities

Logically trace potential risk of causes and 
add up probability of occurrence for 
individual causes

Fig.9: A New Signal Maintenance Approach Based on Constant Monitoring Data

Conclusion4

Concrete that performs self-restoring of cracks

Optic fiber, 
Nichrome wire


